
Akash Network, the world’s first
open-source, decentralized cloud.



Akash Network, the world’s first decentralized and open-source cloud, accelerates deployment, scale, efficiency
and price performance for high-growth industries like blockchain and machine learning/AI. The "Airbnb for Cloud
Compute,” Akash Network provides a fast, efficient and low-cost application deployment solution. Developers can
deploy apps to cloud-hosted containers using Akash Network at half the cost of traditional cloud giants like Amazon
Web Services, Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure. With 85% of underutilized cloud computing capacity in the 8.4
million data centers, using open-source container technology, Akash Network allows anyone to lease cloud
computing resources. For more information visit: https://akash.network/
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Greg Osuri
Chief Executive Officer

A seasoned open-source developer of 25+ years, Greg Osuri is the CEO and co-Founder of Akash Network, an 
open-source decentralized cloud that provides a fast, efficient, and low-cost application deployment. 



Prior to Akash Network, Greg founded AngelHack, the world’s largest hackathon organization with over 
200,000 developers across 164 cities across the globe. At AngelHack, he helped launch several developer 
companies including Firebase, which was acquired by Google in 2014. 



Greg launched his career at IBM and later designed Kaiser Permanente’s first cloud architecture. As an expert 
in open-source, distributed systems, and blockchain development, and an applied economist, Greg is a 
featured international speaker and has spoken recently at events including Kong Summit, Block-Con, and Block 
to the Future. 



His work has been featured in top-tier publications including BeInCrypto, CoinDesk, Cointelegraph, Forbes, 
TechCrunch, and Yahoo! Finance. Greg was instrumental in the passing of California’s first Blockchain law, 
providing the first expert-witness testimony at the Senate.
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Adam Bozanich
Chief Technology Officer

Adam is co-founder and CTO of Akash Network, where he drives the technology behind the world’s first 
Supercloud for serverless computing. Prior to Akash, he led software development at Symantec, One King’s 
Lane, and Marketron. 



Before that, he worked as an engineer and developer for music monetization platform Topspin, which was 
acquired by Apple in 2014 following an initial acquisition by Beats. 



Adam holds a U.S. patent for the invention of network protocol fuzzing, a security analysis methodology that 
dynamically tests a system’s resilience to protocol abuse.
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Boz Menzalji
Chief Operating Officer

As COO, Boz orchestrates and scales operational strategy, business development, infrastructure, and 
processes to enable the successful acceleration of Akash Network. 



A serial entrepreneur and business development leader, Boz has seen two acquisitions and previously served 
as GM at Refereum, a blockchain-based gaming rewards and marketing platform. 



Prior to Refereum, Boz led business development for multiple SaaS startups (gaming, agtech, martech and 
fintech), including Paydici, a billing and payments platform. He graduated from the University of Oregon with a 
B.S. in Finance.
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Cheng Wang
Chief Financial Officer

As CFO, Cheng leads and guides Akash’s financial operations and strategy. Previously, he served as the CFO 
for WRKSHP, a high growth San Francisco gaming startup and Refereum, a premier blockchain startup.

 

Cheng spent over 8 years at premier financial institutions before founding and managing his own retail 
businesses in New York City. His experience includes extended tenures with Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, 
Goldman Sachs, and the Royal Bank of Scotland.

 

Prior to his work as a successful CFO and entrepreneur, Cheng was a Vice President focusing on debt and 
valuations for RBS. His financial expertise includes both equity and debt valuation, derivative instruments, and 
portfolio management.

 

He is a Magna Cum Laude graduate of the Macaulay Honors College at the City University of New York.
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